OMDean Inventory Management Program

OMDean can help you organize and manage your inventory of critical process components and spare parts. Our tailored programs will help you to:
- minimize process & equipment downtime.
- ensure critical parts are on hand.
- increase inventory turns.
- eliminate dead inventory.
- reduce administrative costs.
- reduce the need for rush shipments.
- reduce inventory carrying costs.

Program Components & Options
OMDean will prepare a written Inventory Management Plan identifying the goals and objectives specifically designed for your plant and your operation as well as the plan and process for implementation. The program may include some or all of the following:
- Organize inventory stores.
- Install racks & bins.
- Label racks & bins.
- Track inventory usage.
- Equipment surveys (makes, models, sizes, etc).
- Identify critical process equipment & spares.
- Establish min / max inventory & reorder levels.
- Create weekly or monthly stock orders.
- Monthly usage & turnover reports.
- Determine most cost effective freight options.
- Coordinate special order requirements.
- Plan parts & components for maintenance turnarounds.
- Technical support for process & equipment improvements.
- Daily availability of OMDean parts, service & technical support.

Oliver M. Dean, Inc. has more than 90 years experience with food, dairy, beverage, personal care and life science processes and equipment. Specialists in pumps, valves, heat exchangers, mixers, homogenizers, instrumentation, hoses, tubing & fittings, process vessels, filters, etc. We are based in Worcester, MA with offices in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Vermont.